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Instructor: Dr. Nicholas Lynch 
Office: B316, David Turpin Building  

Phone: 250.853.3866 
Email: nlynch@uvic.ca !

Lecture Schedule:  
Wednesday and Thursday	 6:30 pm - 7:50 pm 

Cornett Building B111 
Office Hours: Office Hours: 12-2pm Wednesdays !!

Course Description:  
This course investigates the geography of  Europe: as an idea, as a place, as a space, and as a 
political entity. Our objective is to discover and critically engage with contemporary Europe 
and explore its importance in today’s global society. We start by exploring the trajectory and 
evolution of  Europe and European culture, and offer some hint as to why they are so 
controversial. We will turn to several aspects of  European culture, including the 
transformative impact of  language, the changing role of  religion, and, citizenship and 
immigration. We will also discuss in great depth the economics and politics of  Europe, 
including foreign relations of  the European Union, the Eurozone Crisis, and EU conflict.

Geography 388 A02 - Regional Geography: Europe
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Midterm Final (take home)
Research Paper Critical Video Reflection

Grade Scale

A+ A A- B+ B B- C+ C D F

90-100
%

85-89% 80-84% 77-79% 73-76% 70-72% 65-69% 60-64% 50-59% 0-49% 
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TEXTBOOK & READINGS ______________________________________________________________________ !
All readings in this course are based on two sources: 1 - Ostergren and Le Bosse, (2011), The 
Europeans: a geography of  people, culture, and environment; (referred to below as ‘The Euros’) 
2 - assorted journal/newspaper articles.  !
Please note, the textbook is available on the library website 
(free!!). In an effort to reduce your costs this is the most economic 
way to get the readings (individually these texts are priced well over 
$70). SO... you are expected to retrieve these readings for each class, 
since the material in the readings will make an important part of  
exam content and will support lecture materials. Additionally, I will 
have certain journal articles available to download on the course 
Moodle (see below).  !
I will be specific about what pages to read and will highlight the most 
important sections during lectures: this should help you manage your 
reading during this course. !!!!COURSE WEBSpace ______________________________________________________________________ !
In this course we will be using the Moodle system. All assignments, lectures, reading resources 
and major announcements will be housed on this webspace. It is mandatory to use this space for 
the course. If  you have any troubles connecting or navigating the site please let us know! !
COURSE EXPERIENCE SURVEY (CES) 
______________________________________________________________________ !
I value your feedback on this course. Towards the end of  term, as in all other courses at UVic, 
you will have the opportunity to complete an anonymous survey regarding your learning 
experience (CES). The survey is vital to providing feedback to me regarding the course and my 
teaching, as well as to help the department improve the overall program for students in the future. 
The survey is accessed via MyPage and can be done on your laptop, tablet, or mobile device. I 
will remind you and provide you with more detailed information nearer the time but please be 
thinking about this important activity during the course.  !!!SCHEDULE & READINGS  ______________________________________________________________________ !
The required readings for each day are outlined below. To help you manage your time, we 
emphasize specific page ranges. We recommend you complete the required readings before each 
day’s lecture. !
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Week 1: Sept 3, 4                     Welcome to Geog 388: Regional Geography of Europe

Reading Fraser, N., 1995. Continental drift, Harper’s Magazine 
(290.1741), June, pp. 58-65.

Week 2: Sept 10, 11            Defining Europe

Reading The Euros: Chapter 1

Reading Garton Ash, Timothy. 2001. ‘The European orchestra,’ 
New York Review of Books. 17 May, pp. 60-67. [Moodle]

Week 3: Sept 17, 18           Cultural and Historical Geography I: Language and 
Culture

Reading The Euros: Chapter 5 (esp. 174-181)

Reading The Euros: Chapter 11 (esp. 372-401)

VIDEO Sept 18 The Romani People

Week 4: Sept 24, 25 Cultural and Historical Geography II: European 
Religions - From Belief to Secularization

Reading The Euros Chapter 6 (esp. 198-221)

Reading Raivo, P., 2005. Finland: Lutheran Identity, Orthodox 
heritage and a secular way of life, in Knippernburg, H., 
‘The Changing Religious Landscape of Europe’, pp 
107-119.

VIDEO Sept 24 They call me Muslim

Week 5: Oct 1, 2 A Geography of People: Cosmopolitanism and 
European Migrations

Reading Kitagawa, Shinya. 2011. Geographies of Migration 
Across and Beyond Europe: The Camp and the Road 
of Movements, in Luiza Bialasiewizc (ed.) Europe in 
the Worlds: EU Geopolitics and the Making of 
European Space. Ashgate, pp. 201-222. [MOODLE]
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Reading TDB

 VIDEO Oct 2 Dying to Get In: Illegal Immigration to the E.U.

Week 5: Oct 1, 2 A Geography of People: Cosmopolitanism and 
European Migrations

Week 6: Oct 8, 9 Europe’s Urban Landscapes

Reading The Euros: Chapter 9; esp.  308-332

Reading Cochrane, A., 2006. “Making up meaning in a capital city: 
Power, memory and monuments in Berlin’, European 
Urban and Regional Studies, 13(1), pp.5-24

 VIDEO Oct 8 Streetosphere: Lisbon

Midterm Test October 9
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Week 7: Oct 15, 16 European Economic Geography

Reading The Euros: Chapter 10

Webpage The Eurozone Crisis Explained, BBC News: http://
www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-16290598

Reading “On Being Propped Up: The Spanish Economy’, The 
Economist, May 25, 2013, pg 51-52

Reading “Immigrants as Scapegoats: Greek Politics”, The 
Economist, Oct 6, 2012, pg. 62.

 VIDEO Sept 16 Vice - ‘European Meltdown’

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-16290598
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Week 8: Oct 22, 23     Nationalism and Supranationalism in Europe I: The 
Nation States

Reading The Euros: Chapter 7; esp. 222-237

Reading Bialasiewicz, Luiza. 2008. ‘The uncertain state(s) of 
Europe?’ European Urban and Regional Studies 15(1): 
71-82.

Optional Reading Shore, Cris. 1999. “Transnational, supranational or post-
national? The ‘organizational culture’ of the Commission”. 
Building Europe: The Cultural Politics of European 
Integration. London, UK and New York, NY: Routledge, 
pp. 171-205.

 VIDEO Oct 23 Blood&Belonging: The Nation Returns/Yugoslavia?

Week 9: Oct 29, 30                    Nationalism and Supranationalism in Europe II: The 
European Union

Reading The Euros: Chapter 7, esp. 237-246

Reading Shore, C., 2009. ‘Forging a European nation-state? The 
European Union and Questions of Culture’, in Building 
Europe: The Cultural Politics of European Integration. 
London, UK and New York, [Moodle]

 VIDEO Oct 30 Empire

Week 10: Nov 5, 6 On The Fringe: EU Expansion and Conflict

Reading Dostál, Petr, Emel Akçalı, and Marco Antonsich. 
"Turkey's bid for European Union membership: 
between" thick" and" thin" conceptions of 
Europe."Eurasian Geography and Economics 52.2 
(2011): 196-216.

Reading Crowley, M,. 2014. ‘This is War’, Time, Vol 183(19), 
pp. 30-35.

 VIDEO Nov 5 TDB
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Week 11: Nov 12, 13 Assignment #2 Presentations

Nov 12: Student Group A

Nov 13: Student Group B

Week 12: Nov 19, 20         Assignment #2 Presentations (cont)

Nov 19: Student Group C

Nov 20: Student Group D

NOV 19th - ASSIGNMENT #2 DUE (*if you want feedback)

Week 13: Nov 26, 27 Challenges for Contemporary Europe: The Fate and 
Future of the EU and the European Region?

Reading The Euros: Chapter 12

Reading Ash, T., “Europe’s Mid-Life Crisis”, Globe and Mail, March 
23th, 2007.

NOV 26th - ASSIGNMENT #1 DUE

Week 14: Dec 3 Reviews and Conclusions

No Readings

FINAL EXAM - TBD

DEC 4th - ASSIGNMENT #2 DUE (*No feedback)
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EXAMS ______________________________________________________________________ !!
Midterm Exam: 15% 
The mid-term exam will cover assigned readings, lectures, student presentations, audio-visual 
material, and discussions.  !
Final Exam: 25% 
The final exam will cover assigned readings, lectures, student presentations, audio-visual material, 
and discussions. !
Make up assignments for missed tests may be scheduled within 7 days of  the test if  the instructor 
is notified of  your reasons for absence on the day of  the test, and if  verifiable written 
documentation is provided. The final decision regarding makeup of  any missed work will be at 
the instructors' discretion.  !
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ASSIGNMENTS ______________________________________________________________________ !
Assignment #1 - Critical Video Reflections (value: 20%) 

Due November 26th !
In this assignment you will be picking two of  any video presented during class, and you will write 
a well argued reflection. The aim of  the assignment is to get you thinking about making 
connections to larger issues in the course and to explore, in more depth, some specific issue(s) that 
you find interesting.  !
Like most of  the course, there is flexibility. You get to choose from the list of  videos we watch and 
you get to focus on a specific topic within that video. Keep in mind, this is CRITICAL 
REFLECTION not a summary. Although you may briefly summarize a point or two from the 
materials, what I want from you is a well-thought out reflection of  the issue(s) at hand. You can 
select one or two issues that come up in the video and discuss these in you reflections -- it is 
advisable to keep these to just a few and dig deeper. You also have creative license on this 
assignment, that is, a good reflection makes use of  other materials to make a point (e.g. citing and 
referencing other journal articles, books, news media, photos, etc). It is also important that you do 
not wait to write your reflections until the end. !
Note about the due date:  
The completed two reflections must be handed in no later than November 26th. However, you 
can hand in your reflections as you do them if  you want full feedback and some indication of  
your mark before the end of  term. I strongly suggest that you hand in your assignments earlier 
rather than later since the quality of  your analysis is likely to be more robust the closer you write 
the reflection to its presentation in class.  !
Reflection format requirements: 2 reflections; length - between 2-3 pages single spaced for 
each reflection; use at least four academic sources in your argument (from the course materials or 
outside of  the course).  !!
MARKING SCHEME: 

!!

Category Mark

Thesis statement/Argument Validity 3

Analysis: Critical Comment and Thinking 10

Writing, Clarity 4

Connection to Class Materials 3

TOTAL 20%
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Assignment #2 - Research Paper (40%) 
Due November 19th or December 4th !

This assignment is an independent research paper that will allow you to focus on thinking and 
writing about some of  the themes and topics relevant to the course. The paper will use published 
scholarly work to explore, broadly speaking, the geography of  European conflict. You are required to 
read a minimum of  five full length journal articles on your sub-theme.  !
The paper topic will have the following title: European Places in Conflict: [subtitle reflects 
your specific topic].  !
The choice of  specific topic is wide, but must engage with the main theme. So, you could explore: 
urban planning, the control and management of  state borders, the transformation and evolution 
of  European identity; changing borders; the production/use of  state space, the impacts and 
outcomes of  war, the role of  devolving states….etc.  !
To be successful you must pick a topic that is of  interest to you, locate a minimum of  five articles 
(you can use more but this is the baseline) from a geography-focused journal, and develop an 
argument that explores how your case illustrates the issue of  European places in conflict. !
Paper format requirements: length - between 8-10 pages (or 2000-3000 words); bibliography 
should use the APA style (this is the most widely used form in geography):  !
(quoted in text): 	   
In some instances new build gentrification carries with it physical reorganization of  public spaces, 
referred to in the literature as a ‘revanchism’, that encourages specific consumption based 
activities, while punitively deterring other types of  public use and interaction (Atkinson, 2003: 
1829) !
(journal article): 	   
Atkinson, R. 2003. ‘Domestication by Cappuccino or a Revenge on Urban Space? Control and 
Empowerment in the Management of  Public Spaces’. Urban Studies, 40(9):1829–1843. 
  
Note about the due date:  
You have two choices in terms of  due dates. The first due date, November 19th, is for those of  
you who wish a more in-depth evaluation and want your papers back. The second, December 
4th, is for those of  you who do not need a full review and just want the mark. For the latter, I will 
review your paper but not spend as much time offering editorial advice or academic feedback. 
Please note, you do not receive bonus marks for handing the assignment in at the first deadline, 
this is merely a way for me to be more efficient with my time and for you to have some control 
over the course schedule.  !
Presentation:  
In week 11 & 12 we will have student presentations relating to the Research paper. Every student 
will have approximately 8 minutes to present an aspect of  their work and answer questions from 
the class.  
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!
Early in the course, I will circulate a sign-up sheet for the presentation schedule. This portion of  
the assignment is worth 10%. !!
MARKING SCHEME: 

!

Category Mark

Thesis statement/Argument Validity 8

Analysis: Critical Comment and Thinking 18

Writing, Clarity 5

Connection to Class Materials 4

In class presentation 10

TOTAL 40%
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COURSE POLICIES  ______________________________________________________________________ !!“The	  University	  of	  Victoria	  is	  commi4ed	  to	  promo7ng,	  providing	  and	  protec7ng	  a	  posi7ve	  
and	  safe	  learning	  and	  working	  environment	  for	  all	  its	  members.”	  

!
1. The lectures are held two times weekly, and I will be available after each lecture to answer 
questions in person. You can also come see me during office hours. You may e-mail me in regards 
to emergencies or issues of  confidential nature.      !
2. All cell phones should be turned off  before class begins. If  the use of  a computer facilitates 
your learning, feel free to bring a laptop to class. I will not tolerate use of  computers during 
lectures for personal purposes such as e-mail, surfing the Internet, watching videos etc.     !
3. Some instructors have strict no food policies in their classrooms. I do not mind if  you eat 
snacks in class. Personally I find small snacks help keep me focused during long lectures. 
However, be sensitive to other students in the room. It is hard to concentrate if  the person beside 
you is devouring a quarter quicken with fries...use your common sense in deciding what an 
appropriate snack is for the classroom.    !
4. Speak to me if  due to a medical condition or family emergency you require extension of  the 
deadlines for assignments. There is a late penalty of  5% per school day of  your final course grade 
(to a maximum of  25%) for late assignments.   !
5. Plagiarism is a serious academic offense. It is your responsibility to familiarize yourself  with 
UVic’s policy on plagiarism. Ask me if  you are unsure whether you may be plagiarizing.    !
6. University can be a stressful experience. If  you become overwhelmed by course work, feel free 
to speak to me about it. If  necessary I also encourage you to take advantage of  all the services 
UVic has to offer to assist you during your time here as a student.  !!!!!!!! !!!!

Geography Department website: http://geography.uvic.ca  
GEOGPLAN degree planning guide: http://www.geog.uvic.ca/moodle [Log in as a guest]  

Undergraduate Advisor: Dr. Phil Wakefield (philw@geog.uvic.ca) 
Graduate Advisor: Reuben Rose-Redwood (redwood@uvic.ca)
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